675 Published Trails

- 278 in New Hampshire
- 400 in Vermont
FIND YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

START EXPLORING

TRAILS FOR ALL SEASONS

Whether you are looking for a weekend hike, an afternoon stroll, or a new place to bike, paddle, ski, or ride, explore Trail Finder's growing database of four-season trails in Vermont and New Hampshire.
At more than 1,700 acres, Stonehouse Forest provides a vast landscape with critical habitat for many species, great trails for public enjoyment, and clean water with valuable wetlands and three natural ponds.

**TRAIL ACTIVITY**

- Walking
- Cycling
- Hiking
- Mountain Biking
- Snowshoeing
- Cross-Country Skiing

**LENGTH**

11.3 miles, Network

**DIFFICULTY**

Easy, Moderate

**TOWN**

Barrington (NH)

**SURFACE**

Packed Earth/Dirt, Rock/Ledge, Snow, Ungroomed

**PETS**

Permitted

**FEES**

No

**DESCRIPTION**

In 2019, a network of trails was created to provide access to this beautiful open space. The carefully planned trails are designed to leave sensitive wildlife habitats undisturbed and protect water quality.

**CURRENT WEATHER**

AUGUST 03, 2020
At more than 1,700 acres, Stonehouse Forest provides a vast landscape with critical habitat for many species, great trails for public enjoyment, and clean water with valuable wetlands and three natural ponds.
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**BASE MAPS**
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